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** COMPLETELY STANDALONE **

Discover a brand new race of Alpha males ready to find their mates in a dangerous warrior planet. Sassy women

traveling with Gerri Wilder are in for the journey of a lifetime and a mate that will love them through the galaxy.

Are you ready?

Ivy Grimaldi can’t stand change. Ever. But change is something she’s had to deal with a lot lately. Like when her

cousin Cassandra moved away to start a new life, baby and all. That all changes when Gerri Wilder shows up at her

door with a letter from her cousin. Cassie wants her to come visit. Sure, why not? There’s just one problem. Cassie

lives on another planet. A far-the-heck-away planet, with her hotter than hell shifter mate. 

Vander Kasval, King of the shifter warrior planet Galaxa, has his own problems with change. A lead by example kind

of a king, he’s between a rock and a hard place. He needs to find a mate to help put an end to a brewing civil war.

None of this would be happening if not for a plague affecting only the females of his planet. His warriors and the

men of the Palladian Capitol are ready to riot. Vander reluctantly agrees to send for matchmaker, Gerri Wilder. If

she can find a match for him and his men, then his world might be saved. 

Ivy agrees to go, if only to make sure Cassie’s okay. Oh, alright, and to maybe find an intergalactic hookup for herself

in the process. In a planet full of big, bad, sexy shifters, anything’s possible, right? Ivy’s in for the time of her life in a

planet of unimaginable beauty and dangers she had no idea existed. But Ivy isn’t one to sit idly by and let something
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happen. With two new friends, they’re about to take Galaxa by storm.
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